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Al Sakhrah Furniture Group of Companies

Vision
"To be the best company in United Arab Emirates through competing competitively with sustainable growth whilst maintaining leadership position in the furniture industry".

Mission
To delight and make lifelong relationships with our customers by providing high quality products, services and furniture solutions using market oriented approaches and developing a team of people who are committed to excellence with the highest level of integrity through a corporate culture that encourages participative management to create a socially responsible corporate entity, whilst ensuring optimum satisfaction to stakeholders.

Values
Our customers and our business: we believe in being customer oriented and possess a policy of providing first place to the customer. Customer-needs drive our choice of products and services and the way we deliver them.

Our people are our most valuable asset: we will retain and develop quality people committed to working as a team to fulfill our corporate mission. We will provide our staff with the opportunity to realize their full potential and cultivate their abilities to the utmost. Whilst individual initiative and performance are recognized, all are identified with the success of the company and a winning attitude prevails.

Our style of management will encourage employee involvement and a positive work attitude: we will utilize our resources effectively to maintain a superior quality of service by following a policy of continuous improvement, openness to change, search for better ways, speed of action, hard work and an aggressive determination to get things done which will characterize our attitude towards every aspect of our work.

Our principals / suppliers are essential to our business: we will pursue a confident and mutually beneficial relationship. We will deal fairly and impartially and provide suppliers with timely advice of future requirements and quality expectations.

Our company is a responsible member of our community: we believe that our success and growth will contribute to the quality of life of our people and towards this end we will work in harmony with nature and would seek to eliminate all forms of pollution.

Services
Friendly Customer Services
Quality Assurance
Customized Products
Availability & Accessibility
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REGULAR SPRING MATTRESS
- SF 950
- Warranty: 8 years
- Open coil: 28 coil
- Two sides
- Made in UAE
- Soft touch

GOLDEN VIGOUR SPRING MATTRESS
- SF 951
- Warranty: 9 years
- Open coil: 30 coil
- Two sides
- Made in UAE
- Soft touch
5 STAR TOP PILLOW SPRING MATTRESS
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7 STAR TOP PILLOW MATTRESS
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MR BACKBONE POCKET SPRING MATTRESS

SF 954

SUPER SPRING MATTRESS

SF 955
MR BACKBONE MEDICAL TOP PILLOW MATTRESS

- SF 956

MEDICAL MATTRESS

- SF 957
AL SAKHRAH AL JADEEDA FURNITURE LLC

AL MAJLIS AL KHALIJI FURNITURE FACTORY LLC

GHULAM MUSTAFA FURNITURE TR. LLC

SHOWROOM No.1
AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE (SHARJAH)

SHOWROOM No.2
AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE (OMAN)

SHOWROOM No.3
AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE (SHARJAH)

SHOWROOM No.4
AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE LLC (OMAN) (BURAIMI)
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AL SAKHRAH AL JADEEDA FUR. FACTORY (SHARJAH)
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AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE OMAN (SOHAR)
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AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE (SHARJAH)

SHOWROOM No.9
AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE (SHARJAH)
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EHTASHAM FURNITURE LLC (DUBAI)
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AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE (UM AL QUWAIN)
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FIRDOUS FURNITURE (SHARJAH)
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AL MAJLIS AL KHALIJI FURNITURE (AJMAN)
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GHULAM MUSTAFA FURNITURE (SHARJAH)

SHOWROOM No.15
AL SAKHRAH FURNITURE FACTORY (OMAN)

P.O. Box: 28972, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

alsakhara@gmail.com +971-6-5332319 +971-6-5332317, +971-6-5433185

facebook.com/alsakhrahfurnituregroup +971-55-9568049

www.alsakhrahfurnituregroup.com